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THE HONG KONG INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS
YOUNG MEMBERS COMMITTEE

THE HONG KONG INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS
YOUNG MEMBERS COMMITTEE

THE 33rd ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
For
SESSION 2017/2018

Minutes of the 32nd Annual General Meeting
for the Session 2016/2017

6 June 2018 (Wednesday)
18:30
Grand Ballroom, 6/F, Royal Plaza Hotel, 193 Prince Edward
Road West, Mong Kok, Hong Kong

AGENDA ITEM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

To receive and confirm the Minutes of the 32nd Annual General Meeting.
To receive and adopt the Annual Report of the YMC for Session 2017/2018.
To receive and adopt the Financial Statement of the YMC for Session 2017/2018.
To elect the Chairman and Committee Members of the YMC for Session 2018/2019.
Any other business.

Date
Time
Venue

:
:
:

6 June 2017 (Tuesday)
18:55 to 19:25
The Grand Assembly Hall, 4/F North Tower, “The Salisbury” – YMCA of
Hong Kong, 41 Salisbury Road, Tsimshatsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Present

:

More than 50 members attended

The Chairman welcomed all participants to the Thirty-second Annual General Meeting of the
Young Members Committee (YMC).
1.
The minutes of the Thirty-first Annual General Meeting was confirmed and endorsed.
Proposer: Ms Lee Man WONG		
Seconder: Mr Eric HO
2.
The Chairman delivered the Annual Report for the session 2016/2017, which was
subsequently endorsed.
Proposer: Mr Logan CHAN		
Seconder: Ir Annie CHAN
3.
The Treasurer presented the Financial Report for the session 2016/2017, which was
subsequently endorsed.
Proposer: Ir Alan CHENG		
Seconder: Ms Yani KO
4.
Ir Ambrose CHEN Hao-ting was nominated by the Committee to be the Chairman
for the session 2017/2018 and was subsequently elected without objection.
Proposer: Ir Vincent LEUNG		
Seconder: Ir Ryan CHAK
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5.
The following members were nominated in the election of Committee Members for
the session 2017/2018.
Name

Discipline

Organisation

Ms Kahl CHEUNG Kar Man

Mechanical

(n/a)

(Proposer : Ir Ambrose CHEN

Seconder : Ms Emily YU)

Ms HO Ka Man
(Proposer : Ms Candy FUNG

Electronics

After voting, the following candidates were declared duly elected to be Committee Members of
the YMC:Ms Kahl CHEUNG Kar Man
Mr Alan LAM Ho Lun
Mr Samson PUNG Chun Nok
Ms Hidy YAN Tsz Tung
Ms June YIP King Yan

MTR Corporation Limited

Seconder : Ir Vincent LEUNG)

Mr Alan LAM Ho Lun

Civil

(Proposer : Ir Ambrose CHEN

Seconder : Ir TANG Whai Tak)

Atkins China Ltd.

Ir Raymond MAK Ka Yeung

Civil

(Proposer : Ir Ambrose CHEN

Seconder : Ms Emily YU)

Wings & Associates Consulting
Engineers Ltd.

6.

A.O.B

The Chairman expressed sincere gratitude for the support and contribution of all committee
members and helpers in the Session.
Ir Ambrose CHEN proposed a vote of thanks for the outgoing Chairman, Ms Candy FUNG, for
her leadership in the Session.
There being no other business, the meeting adjourned at 19:25.

Mr Samson PUNG Chun Nok

Civil

(Proposer : Ms Candy FUNG

Seconder : Mr Logan CHAN)

AECOM

Ms Hidy YAN Tsz Tung

Mechanical

(Proposer : Ir Ambrose CHEN

Seconder : Ir TANG Whai Tak)

Ms June YIP King Yan

Building Services

(Proposer : Ir Ambrose CHEN

Seconder : Ir Kenneth CHEUNG)

Recorded by:

WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff

Architectural Services Department,
HKSAR Government

Ms Emily Hay Ting YU
Honorary Secretary (2016/2017)
Young Members Committee
The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers

Total No. of Nomination: 7
No. of Vacancy of Committee Members for Session 2017/18: 5
As the number of nominations for Committee Members exceeded the number of vacancies, a
ballot was held. Ir Annie CHAN and Ir Ryan CHAK, Past Chairmen of YMC, were appointed as
Scrutineers for the vote counting.
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Chairman’s
Message
“The idea was to bring together a group
of remarkable people, to see if they
could become something more.”
- Nick Fury (Avengers)

It is yet another fruitful session for the Hong
Kong Institution of Engineers - Young Members
Committee (HKIE-YMC), coming to its 33rd
year. Earlier in the session, I set the theme of
this session as “Redefine”, hoping to reshape the
HKIE-YMC into a more creative, professional
and outgoing branch of the HKIE to embrace
the rising challenges both inside and outside the
industry.
This year also marks an important milestone for
the engineering industry of Hong Kong, as it
is the 70th anniversary since the establishment
of the Engineering Society of Hong Kong, the
predecessor of the now HKIE. Not only did it
aim to set out the professional image of engineers
in Hong Kong then and now, but also to uphold
the tradition of a high standard of professionalism
and to provide a platform for the exchange of
technical knowledge and cutting edge technologies.
The society’s efforts to nurture our young
engineers continue to this day, as the HKIE-YMC
continues looking forward by “Engineering a New
Horizon from 70 Years’ Foundation”, as set out by
this year’s theme of the HKIE. The HKIE-YMC
has upheld this theme and discovered many new
horizons throughout the session. Our Committee
continued to provide high-quality activities for our
Registered Young Members (RYM) from all 21
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engineering industry. We also
a whole new experience
re-booted the “Dialogue with
and perspective in working
the Secretary” series, just at the
with other professionals in
right timing of the change of
the construction industry.
government in July 2017, which
Moreover, we have been
allows our RYMs to talk to the
stepping outside Hong Kong.
Secretaries of Bureaux and to
Further to our flagship event
share their views on policies
The HKIE-YMC continues to “Overseas Delegation to
and voice out the views of the
New York”, from which our
provide technical seminars /
young.
visits covering a wide spectrum delegates had gained diverse
technical experiences and
of engineering disciplines.
With the great effort of all
From the selection of cooling learnings from engineers in
helpers, coopted members,
New York, our participation
towers, Waste Electrical
in the Conference of ASEAN event coordinators, observers
and Electronic Equipment
and committee members,
Federation of Engineering
Treatment and Recycling
HKIE-YMC has surely
Organisation had exposed
Facility (WEEETRF), drone
HKIE-YMC to the engineering become something more
safety to CLP Academy, our
after this session. I would
sector of Southeast Asia, and
events provides our RYMs
like to express my heartfelt
we are now establishing a
the opportunity to refine
thanks to them for their great
platform for young engineers
themselves into professional
contribution to make this
engineers with a wider range of in the Asia-Pacific region to
engineering knowledge at hand. enable exchange of innovative session of the HKIE-YMC
another success. Also a special
In addition, we also organised ideas and engineering
thanks to Advisor Ir Dr. PL
technologies and to work
several activities aimed at the
Yuen, Coopted Members from
all-round development of our together for a better world.
Council Ir Dr. Joseph Chi and
RYMs, including geopark visit,
Ir Jovian CHEUNG, in which
In order to work for a better
photography workshop X
they have spent generous
world, the HKIE-YMC
heritage tour, etc. to help our
amounts of time and effort in
RYMs appreciate aspects other has continued to commit
giving guidance to the HKIEto community services and
than engineering such as arts,
YMC to become a better
contributes to the local
culture, and so on.
organisation under the HKIE.
society. In addition to our
It has been an honour serving
collaboration with various
In this session, we have taken
NGOs in organising activities the HKIE-YMC. After this
the initiative to become more
session, I am sure the HKIEand mentorship schemes,
exposed in the industry. In
YMC is well prepared to face
we have assisted HKIE
addition to our collaboration
the more difficult challenges up
in organising the “Smart
with other divisions of the
Tomorrow, Engineers’ Motto” ahead, and “boldly go where no one
HKIE to organise themed
has gone before.” - Star Trek.
event, which allowed us to
activities, we have taken a big
engage the public and to raise
step outward in collaborating
public awareness towards the
activities with the young
groups of other professionals
such as architects, planners,
lawyers, etc. The architecture
walk, one day seminar on
contract management and the
upcoming planning workshop
Ir Ambrose CHEN Hao Ting
for the Yau Ma Tei Fruit
Chairman, Session 2017/18
Market development would
Young
Members Committee,
surely bring to our RYMs
the Hong Kong Instutition of Engineers
disciplines of the HKIE, and
with the support of around
5,000 RYMs, we maintained
one of the most prominent
bodies for young engineers in
Hong Kong.
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The Committee 2017/18
Honorary Secretary
Ms Emily YU Hay Ting
Airport Authority Hong Kong

Chairman

Immediate Past Chairman

Ir Ambrose CHEN Hao Ting
Environmental Protection Department,
HKSAR Government

Ms Candy FUNG Man Yui
WSP (Asia) Ltd.

Deputy Chairman
Ir TANG Whai Tak
Civil Engineering and Development
Department, HKSAR Government

Honorary Treasurer
Mr Joseph FISHER Man King
Civil Engineering and Development
Department, HKSAR Government
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Committee Member
(Student Promotion Group)
Mr CHEUNG Tin King
CLP Power Hong Kong Ltd.

Committee Member
(Graduate Promotion Group)
Ms WONG Lee Man
ClusterTech Limited
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Committee Member
(Social Culture & Arts Group)

Committee Member
(Seminars Group)
Ms Yani KO Yik Yan
Water Supplies Department, HKSAR Government

Ms Fanny YEUNG Hiu Fan
HKT Limited

Committee Member
(Visits Group)

Committee Member
(Community Services Group)

Mr Timothy LUN Zhuo Tian
CLP Holdings Ltd.

Mr Eric HO Ka Chun
Electrical and Mechanical Services
Department, HKSAR Government

Committee Member
(Sports & Recreation Group)
Mr Samson PUNG Chun Nok
AECOM Asia Company Ltd.
Committee Member
(Public Relations Group)
Ms Hidy YAN Tsz Tung
Drainage Services Department, HKSAR Government

Committee Member
(Social Affairs Group)
Mr Thomas LAM Chun Ho
CLP Power Hong Kong Ltd.

Committee Member
(Publicity and Webmaster Group)
Ir Vincent LEUNG Chi To
Drainage Services Department, HKSAR
Government
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Event Coordinator
Ms Rachel NG Hoi Ching
AECOM Asia Company Ltd
Committee Member
(Non-technical Programme Group)
Ms June YIP King Yan
Architectural Services Department, HKSAR
Government
Committee Member
(Human Resource Group)
Event Coordinator

Mr Alan LAM Ho Lun
Atkins China Limited

Ms Evelyn WAI Yi Kwan
MTR Corporation Ltd.

Observer
Ir Ryan CHAK Hok Leung
Civivil Engineering and Development Department,
HKSAR Government

Co-opted Member
Ir Raymond MAK Ka Yeung
Wings & Associates Consulting Engineers Ltd.

Co-opted Member
Ms Nikita CHAN Ho Hoi
Environmental Protection
Department, HKSAR Government
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Observer
Ir Kenneth CHEUNG Kwan Wing
Airport Authority Hong Kong
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Highlights for 2017/18
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Overseas Delegation 2018 to New York –
The Future of Global Cities
Ir TANG Whai Tak

Hong Kong prides itself as “Asia’s World
City”; what exactly does it mean? What do we
have in common with our global cities? How
do we better prepare our city for the future?
With a view to inspire our future leaders in
shaping the city, the YMC has planned this
study mission to investigate the meaning of
global cities, reflect upon the success, tap into
the worldwide challenges and examine the
formulation of solutions by other major cities
on how to “future-proof ” our city.
This year, the HKIE-YMC and the Continuing
Professional Development Committee jointly
organised a delegation from 30 March to 7
April 2018. We were honoured to have 6
distinguished advisors including the President
to provide valuable advice. One of the
advisors, Ir Dr Otto Poon, joined the study trip
with 16 young engineers from a good mix of
engineering backgrounds.
“Nylonkong” (New York -London-Hong
Kong) share the fame as the most remarkable
cities in the 21st century and, therefore, we
turn to New York as our destination of this
year’s delegation in search of our answers.
Against the main theme of “The Future
of Global Cities”, three sub-themes were
established covering “Resilience”, “Innovation”
and “Security”. To facilitate the in-depth
research, the delegates began by reviewing
the current status in Hong Kong under each
of the aspects. A series of 10 local seminars
and visits were organised, which were open
to all HKIE members and over 300 members
attended.
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New York is a suitable destination for this
comparative study as it shows similarities with
Hong Kong in aspects including geographic,
population size, and economic development
for drawing meaningful comparisons and
facilitating sound exchange of experiences
with our counterparts. New York is under
continuous development through its
reinvention of public space and enhancement
of public facilities. Many of its directions echo
Hong Kong’s 2030+ plan and the Smart City
Blueprint for Hong Kong. In particular, we
set out to study how the public are engaged in
the decision-making process to shed light on
how projects in Hong Kong can gain popular
support and be delivered more smoothly as
we anticipate an increasing demand for public
participation.
We completed 15 technical visits in New
York, covering representative organisations
of the state, market and the civil society.
We visited governments of different levels
including the United Nations, departments
of the New York City and under the Mayor’s
Office to discuss various policies and the
state’s role. In the private sector, we visited
Autodesk that developed cutting-edge
organic building material and generative
design approach combing virtual reality and
artificial intelligence. We also witnessed the
construction of the 3.1-mile cable-stayed New
New York Bridge with state-of-the-art sensors
system. Furthermore, we met with teams from
Bank of America headquarters and Nomura
Holding America Inc. in learning their facilities
in-built resiliency against natural hazards as
well as cyber-attacks.

More interestingly, we obtained insights into
the maturity of the civil society in the United
States by studying the success of the societyled projects including the Rebuild by Design
that gathers global experts in rebuilding New
York at the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, and
the High Line that revitalised a neighbourhood
by creating a park on a neglected elevated
railway.
To foster international relationships, we also
fulfilled our duties of representing the HKIE

in meeting on separate occasions with students
of the Tendon School of Engineering at NYU,
members of the American Society of Civil
Engineers and the US Green Building Council
to exchange our views on how young engineers
can join hands in combating a range of global
challenges.
The research team is tasked to publish a
research report and organise a debriefing
session to share their findings in late June 2018
with members of the HKIE.
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BGCA Child Development Project Growing Partners
Ms. Rachel NG and Ms. Evelyn WAI

Since 2010, the HKIE-YMC has been
partnering with The Boys’ & Girls’ Club
Association of Hong Kong (BGCA) for their
Mentor (Blues) Buddy System in the Growing
Partners Project. 17 young engineers were
recruited through the HKIE-YMC in this
Session to become mentors of the Project.
Each of the mentors was paired up with at
least one mentee to provide assistance in
setting up their Personal Development Plans
by participating in various workshops and
events with their mentees that aided their
personal development. In this mentorship
scheme, the mentors had helped to promote
the engineering industry to their mentees,
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developing the mentees’ interest in the
engineering profession.
This Session had marked a strong start of the
“HKIE-YMC Mentorship Scheme (20172019)”. With the active participation of our
mentors, the HKIE-YMC will continue to
support this Project in the following two years
of the Scheme and to further collaborate with
the BGCA and the mentors by arranging more
engineering related events for the mentees.
We hope that our participation in this Project
will continue to inspire more youngsters of
becoming future engineers and assist our
mentors in developing stronger bonds with
their mentees.
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CAFEO 35 / YEAFEO 24
in Bangkok, Thailand
Ms. Emily YU

The 35th Conference of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Federation
of Engineering Organizations (CAFEO 35)
in conjunction with the 24th Meeting of
Young Engineers of ASEAN Federation of
Engineering Organizations (YEAFEO 24) is
the highlighted annual event of the ASEAN
Federation of Engineering Organization
(AFEO).
CAFEO has been held annually at the
different member countries since 1982
and attracts hundreds of foreign and local
engineering professionals. CAFEO 35 was
held in Bangkok, Thailand from 16 to 18
November 2017, with the theme “Towards a
Sufficiency Economy: pathways to sustainable
development”. This year, six delegates
represented Hong Kong and the HKIE-YMC.
One major function of the conference was the
meeting of different working groups, including
the YEAFEO Board Meeting. YEAFEO
represents the young engineers of the national
engineering organizations under AFEO, its
mission is to be a dynamic and progressive
organization that leads to the development
of young engineers. The YEAFEO
representatives from each ASEAN country and
representatives from participating guest regions
of Japan, Taiwan, and Hong Kong were given
the opportunity to present their regional
report, introducing their respective engineering
organizations and sharing on the activities
of the young sector. The six YMC delegates
were pleased to learn more of the engineering
organizations in the ASEAN regions. In
particular, the host country, Thailand, had
spent considerable effort in reaching out to
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the community by hosting a weekly radio show
called “Engineering Clinic” that broadcast
the knowledge on home construction. They
continued to bridge the experienced engineers
with the future leaders in the profession
through the “Seniors meet Youngs” series.
Winners of the top student prizes would have
the privilege to receive their awards from the
King of Thailand, demonstrating that the
engineering profession is highly valued by the
monarch.
Having joined the CAFEO/YEAFEO in
previous years, Honorary Secretary Ms. Emily
YU was delighted to find that “the number
of young members and their respective
institutions have continued to grow, and the
influence from other countries is very clear.
During the country reports, members would
report that they had new initiatives due to the
inspiration from other countries.”
The delegates then joined the site visit to
Grand Rama 9, a new CBD in Bangkok with
total 1.2 million m2 construction area which
will be developed as a new neighbourhood to
include luxury residential buildings, shopping
arcades, offices, conference center and
hotel, featuring the G Tower and the Super
Tower. The engineers shared about the major
challenges in designing these two structures,
such as the irregularly shaped structure of
the G Tower and the wind load that would
need to be sustained by the super high rise
Super Tower which would be 615m high, a
remarkable 131m taller than the Hong Kong
International Commercial Center.
The delegates also attended the technical

seminars of the conference, with topics
related to Transportation and Logistics,
Green Technologies, Sustainable Cities and
Infrastructure, and Disaster Preparedness,
Mitigation and Management, allowing the
delegates to gain new technical knowledge and
insights.
Through social dinners and networking
events organized by local engineers, we tasted
Thailand’s diverse and delicious food. It was a
great opportunity for us to meet new friends
and chat after each day of hard work. Ms. Hidy
Yan, Committee Member: “During my stay in
Bangkok, I was amazed by the vitality of the
city and the exclusivity of the Thai culture as
much as with the strong passion and hospitality
from the YEAFEO delegates. It had been
a valuable opportunity that we shared our
working experiences and the social engagement
in different parts of the world.”
At the closing ceremony, the flag was handed
over to the chairman and host country of
CAFEO 36, Singapore. Delegates from
different countries had the opportunity to
give a performance representing their own
culture. The Hong Kong delegates gave a
singing performance of Hong Kong pop
songs and took this opportunity to send our
warmest regards to CAFEO, YEAFEO and
all the participants. Sharing on his experience

of the conference, Mr. Thomas LAM found
the closing ceremony the most unforgettable:
“I was excited to see that engineers from
different countries came on the stage during
our performance to share the joy with us even
though we had cultural differences.”
Each delegate had unique takeaways from
the delegation. Deputy Chairman Ir Tak
TANG “was delighted to work with our
counterparts who were passionate about
enhancing the sustainable development of
their countries.” Committee Member Mr.
King CHEUNG thought that “as we are in
the similar age and background, it is easy for
[the YEAFEO delegates] to get close and
build up friendship fast in just a few days.”
Registered Young Member Mr. Stanley Lai
highly recommends other young engineers to
join this type of delegation: “…the delegation
not only extended my engineering experience
to South-east Asian regions, but also made me
understand the importance of intellectual and
global horizons.”
We encourage young engineers to join us
next year to learn about the engineering
developments of the ASEAN countries, to
network with fellow engineers, and to promote
the HKIE and Hong Kong.
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One Day Seminar on
Contract Management
Ir TANG Whai Tak, Ms. Rachel NG, and Ms. Evelyn WAI

The One Day Seminar Organising Committee
(ODSOC) links up five young professional
groups including the Chartered Institute of
Arbitrators (CIArb), the Chartered Institution
of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE), the
Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE), the Hong
Kong Institution of Surveyors (HKIS) and
the HKIE. The ODSOC had been organising
different activities for young members from
the five institutions since its establishment
in 2004. Several events, including social
gatherings, community services and seminars,
were organised by the ODSOC to enhance the
relationship among these peer institutions.
The signature event, “One Day Seminar on
Contract Management,” has been held for 15
years. It attracts more than 250 young members
from the above mentioned institutions every
year.
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Continuing with the achievements made
from previous years, “One Day Seminar on
Contract Management 2018” was successfully
held on 5 May 2018 at the Christian Family
Service Centre in Kwun Tong. Distinguished
practitioners were invited to share their
experiences, including how they addressed
contract issues, the common practices and the
observed changes on contract management in
Hong Kong. The event received overwhelming
responses from the institutions.
As the chair of the organising committee this
year, the HKIE-YMC would like to thank the
organising committee, speakers and helpers
for the efforts they have paid on the event.
The young members from various professions
gained insights on contract management from
the talks and discussions. This collaborative
success demonstrated the strength of
the united efforts contributed by young
professionals from different industries.
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Working Group Reports
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Students Promotion Group
Mr. King CHEUNG and Mr. Thomas LAM

From year to year, the Students Promotion
Group (SPG) has always maintained a close
bond with the HKIE Student Chapters
(SCs), aiming to cultivate a new generation of
engineers among the tertiary education sector
for our Hong Kong.
To provide a good opportunity for their
development, SPG organized the two-dayone-night Leadership Training Camp. The
camp was prepared using experiential learning
method, where we provided activities to let the
participants discover themselves, discover the
different characters among different individuals
and the team dynamics formed between them.
With the theme of “Enlighten your Path”, the
participants could experience the life of an
engineer’s career though difference activities.
An evaluation session was provided for them to
discuss about their observations and cohesion
among different team formation. They learned
and applied, breaking through their limits with

Graduates Promotion Group
Ms. Lee-man WONG

the support of their teammates.
One of the roles of SPG is to link with the SCs
by providing support and advice in organizing
various activities. During this session, SPG
kept a close relationship with students in order
to understand their needs and to help them in
their career development as well as personal
development. SPG assist the SCs to link the
industry to students. The Engineers’ Night
was successfully held in March, where students
formed friendships with young engineers at
this wonderful night and also gained better
understanding about our profession. The SPG
will continue to act as the bridge between YMC
and student members, to broaden students’
horizons in the engineering profession and to
enhance their sense of belonging in the HKIE.

The Graduates Promotion Group (GPG)
provides a platform for all young members
to equip themselves and prepare to become a
professional engineer.
By organising the “Young or Ready Series”
workshops, we aimed to provide first-hand
information from the experienced assessors
and to give insights to graduates on how to
make a professional assessment successful.
We were honoured to have support from the
Environmental, Civil, Building Services, IT,
Electronics, Biomedical, Electrical and the
Mechanical, Marine, Naval Architecture &
Chemical Divisions to jointly organise these
workshops.
On the other hand, soft skills training enables
an all-round development of a young engineers’
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core competences for the application of
technical knowledge. In this regard, workshops
on professional writing, interview skills, and
public speaking skills were organised. This year,
a Mock Interview Session was also organised
for members to experience how the interview
session was carried out in actual scenario, where
experienced assessors mentioned do’s and
don’ts in the professional assessment.
Last but not least, GPG would like to express
sincere appreciation to all the speakers, helpers
and participants for your support throughout
the session - the above events would not be
so successful without your unfailing support.
We hope the activities are useful in developing
your competence for your route to become a
professional engineer!
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Seminars Group
Ms. Yani KO and Ir Raymond MAK

One of the definitions of the term “Engineer”
is “the person whose job is using scientific
principles to design or develop structures,
machines, systems…etc. so as to enhance the
quality of life of the citizens”. By all means,
knowledge of scientific principles is essential
for engineers to support their works. In this
year, Seminars Group (SG) not only served our
members talks and sharing in a broad range of
technical topics, but also, following this year’s
theme “Redefine” to look for seminar topics
that could provide professional development,
connect to the society, present the uniqueness
of local engineering industry and pursue the
trend.
In this 21st Century, the Electronic and
Information Technology industries have
expanded rapidly in the whole world. Not only
mobile connectivity, but also the intelligence
in the hardware and software have been
rapidly developing. This year we have found
various professionals in the industry to share
the application of electronic and information
technology in their products or work scopes;
for example, mobile applications to enhance
construction safety, development in AI and big
data.
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Besides new technology application, we
appreciated the current practice in the local
industries like introduction of cooling tower
design, green motoring, development of
local codes of practices, trends of material
engineering, etc., thus allowing our young
members to gain new insights.

Visits Group

Mr. Timothy LUN and Ms. Nikita CHAN

Through the years, the Visits Group (VG)
has been dedicated to widening our members’
visions by stepping out from the lecture room
and office, and bringing them to gain knowledge
through organising technical visits events. We
explore different engineering marvel projects
across all regions in Hong Kong, allowing our
participants to obtain the first-hand experience
at the scene, and also the most updated
information of our industry’s development.

travelled to industrial plants, such as the CLP
Power Stations, HAECO’s aircraft hangar, and
Chemical Waste Treatment Centre (CWTC).
Moreover, we also visited different treatment
works and facilities, like the T . PARK, Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment Treatment
& Recycling Facility (WEEETRF), DSD Happy
Valley Underground Stormwater Storage
Scheme etc. All technical visits were actively
participated by our members.

This year, our visits covered sites and spots
which involved diverse engineering disciplines.
We paid a visit to historical sites with heritage,
like the Old Tai Po Police station which is
now the Green Hub after revitalization, and
The Murray Hotel, which was converted from
ex-Murray Building Government Office. We

It has been a fruitful year, and it cannot be
achieved without the generous support from all
the host companies, organisations and parties,
fellow VG helpers, and, of course, our members.
We would like to extend our sincere gratitude,
and we will keep up and continue to organise
more inspiring events for our members!

Rapid development may, however, cause serious
drawbacks to the society, such as health and
ecological problems. Sustainability is certainly
considerable in enhancing citizen’s quality of
life. It was our honour to have Mr. CY LAM, the
former Director of HK Observatory, to share
his new definition of sustainable development
and his current mission in reviving local villages.
Indeed, we were grateful to have various
professionals share on the waste treatment
technology and the review of environmental
impacts in HK.
For young engineers, career development
concerns them a lot especially because many
infrastructure projects in HK are nearing
completion. We have searched for the potential
industries like quality management auditing,
works related to MBIS/MWIS, aged building
revival, etc. to let young members prepare and
equip themselves for new opportunities.
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Non-technical Programme Group
Ms. June YIP

To facilitate all-round development of our
young members, the Non-technical Programme
Group (NPG) provides activities on general
professional matters and professions other than
engineering.
Engineers learn managerial aspects in different
ways. NPG has organized a seminar on
Financial Management, to share with our
members some basic knowledge on financial
planning and management. Through the Tips
for Smart Dining Out, we hope our members
could arm themselves with new healthy diet
concept “My plate” to achieve balanced diet and
nutrition easier.
Self-improvement and personal development
helps in enhancing personality traits of young
engineers. A workshop on Critical thinking was
arranged for developing a habit of effective
thinking to our young engineers. Continuous

Community Services Group
Mr. Eric HO

learning helps to successfully adapt to changing
work and life demands. A four-lesson Putonghua
course was therefore organized for developing
the proficiency in Putonghua of young
engineers, which would help them to grasp
every opportunity in daily life. To promote the
message of proper tree care in engineering field,
a seminar on tree management was arranged for
members to understand our trees from planting
to maintenance.
It was a fruitful year for NPG not only because
of the overwhelming responses and positive
feedback received, but also because many
members have expressed their interest and
enjoyment through joining our activities. Finally,
I would like to express my sincere appreciation
to my beloved helpers for all your support
throughout the session. I look forward to seeing
you again in future events!

In this Session, the Community Services
Group (CSG) continued to provide a variety
of meaningful activities, trainings and voluntary
work for our young members to have a good
opportunity to contribute to the community.
As we wished our members to help the people
in need effectively, workshops on sign language
were organised to equip our volunteers. The
workshops allowed members to gain experience
in effective communication skills with those
who are hearing-impaired.
The increasing elderly population is a concern
in Hong Kong and more and more care should
be devoted to them. The CSG joined several
volunteer programmes with the Yang Memorial
Methodist Social Service Centre to visit the
elderly during Mid-Autumn and Tuen Ng
Festivals. We also sent Fortune Bags with our
festival greetings to singleton elderly who lived
on their own in the Choi Hung area.
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To enhance the living and study conditions
of students under poverty, we joined St.
James’ Settlement in the Brighten Children’s
Home Project. Our volunteers fully devoted
themselves in the 3-day programme through
design, procurement, and installation of some
small furniture. Moreover, the YMC formed
teams to participate in the “Sowers Action
Challenging 12 Hours 2017” in order to help
students in China to alleviate poverty by
education through raising charity funds.
Finally, we would like to thank all the helpers for
their kind support and contribution to the CSG.
We will continue to organise more meaningful
and interesting events for our young engineers
to learn, to have fun and most importantly, to
contribute to our society.
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Public Relations Group
Ms. Hidy YAN

Public Relations Group (PRG) has continued
to strengthen our well-established bonding with
other professional organisations by organising
different types of activities including workshop,
seminar and social networking events.
Jointly organized with HKIA and HKIS,
PRG started our fruitful session with a joint
professional architectural walk in Tsim Sha Tsui
and West Kowloon District. Our participants
learned to appreciate our home city in the tour
to the latest modern residential and cultural
development around us. Besides, the one-day
workshop “HKIE YMC x HKCA YMS Pro NEC for Future Leaders” allowed our members
to understand the system and implementation
of the New Engineering Contract 4. It is worth
to note that apart from the system itself, people
were the crucial factor in the accomplishment
of NEC.
The session continued with our annual flagship
event - Joint Society Party 2017, which was
jointly organised by the HKIE-YMC and
seven other engineering societies. With the
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theme “Casino Night”, over 140 members
from different societies enjoyed the fun night
with games, lucky draws, and saxophone
performances from Ir Dr Hon LO Wai Kwok.
The blast was followed by a series of joint
activities, including joint institution workshops,
networking gatherings and company visits. The
workshops enabled our young members to learn
interpersonal and business communication
skills, use of technology and relationship
development from case studies sharing and
role plays led by experienced Public Relations
professionals.
Public Relations are more than media relations;
it is about public engagement and collaboration
between different elements, e.g. technologies,
cultures, economy … etc. and most importantly
- the people. It is believed that with the coalition
from all young engineers and professionals,
PRG would become a more lively and friendly
environment to continue providing our
members an excellent platform to extend their
network and broaden their views.

Sports and Recreation Group
Mr. Samson PUNG

To promote members’ interests in the
Institution and fellowship amongst all classes
of members, through:
•
Organizing various interest classes, to
expose members to different activities
outside of engineering;
•
Promoting a balanced lifestyle by including
sports and recreational activities;
•
Networking among young members and
other classes of members;
Ecotour to Geopark
Over 25 Registered Young Members visited Sai
Kung. We were lucky to have Mr. Erik MAK
Ka-wai as the Recommended Geopark Guides
(R2G) throughout the tour on 25 November
2017. During the boat tour, members
understood more about the formation of
hexagonal rock columns and the historical
information on the nearby areas.

Construction Industry Sports Day
As one of the annual events of the Construction
Industry Council, HKIE-YMC formed teams
to participate the games on 5 November 2017.
Mr. Henry CHAU won the gold medal in the
400m race with a time of 1:00:63.Team YMC
also won medals in the 500m rowing race and
was a finalist for the team games.
Green Carnival 2018
YMC provided the technical support for the
17th Creative Eco-Model Tournament during
the 15th Green Carnival held by the Green
Council, making for an enjoyable day for over
4,500 teachers, students and public participants
in Kowloon Park Piazza on 4 February 2018.
Unlike previous years, students designed their
own balloon-powered cart to compete in the
tournament, maximizing students’ creativity
and enhancing their technical knowledge.
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Social, Culture and Arts Group
Ms. Fanny YEUNG

Social, Culture and Arts Group (SCAG) aims to
promote local culture and cultivate the sense of
art among registered young members. Similar
to previous years, we organized different types
of activities for our members, including Coffee
Brewing Workshop, Heritage Tour and Phototaking Workshop.

but photos do not. In this activity, members
learned about the diverse historical and cultural
background of the PMQ and its historical
spots led by PMQ’s docent. Members captured
the buildings and architecture from unique
perspectives and angles with their mobile
phones and cameras.

This year, we focused more in conservation and
appreciation of historic places in our community.
“Exploring
Hong
Kong Island by
Tram” gave our
members an insight
into
the
island
side’s unique past
and
unbelievable
contrast to the city
of today, especially
along the Wan Chai
and Central districts.
Hong Kong is a fastpaced city. This tour
also gave a chance
for participants to
spare a few hours
with slower pace in
understanding our
community.

Apart from cultural tours, Coffee Brewing
Workshop was an interesting class for our
members.
This
workshop introduced
specialty coffee and
the
foundations
of sensory, nonespresso
brewing
methods such as
the Hario V60 and
Aeropress. Members
had the chance to
brew their own cup
of coffee and receive
a sampled of coffee
beans to try coffee
brewing at home.

“Capturing History with Photographer’s Eye”
was Heritage Tour which crossed over with
a Photography Workshop. History fades,
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Social Affairs Group
Mr. Thomas LAM

The Social Affairs Group (SAG) was
established to keep young engineers abreast
of current affairs and social challenges. In this
session, we organized a series of forums for
young engineers to exchange views with the
government officials on the concerned topics.

received enthusiastic responses from our young
engineers with great attendance and active
participation during the discussion sessions.
In June 2018, we welcome Ir CHAN Fan, JP,
Secretary for Transport and Housing to share
his view on the urban challenges in Hong Kong.

The forums covered the current hot topics
in Hong Kong. In October 2017, we were
delighted to have Mr WONG Kam Sing, GBS,
JP, Secretary for the Environment to discuss
with our young engineers on the way forward to
make Hong Kong a more livable city. In March
2018, we invited Mr LAI Tung Kwok, GBS,
IDSM, JP, Former Secretary for Security to talk
about the latest cyber threats and cyber security
development in Hong Kong. Both forums

We hope the forums have raised the awareness
of young engineers on social affairs and
provided opportunities for them to voice out
their opinions on the government policies.
Last but not least, we would like to take this
opportunity to express our sincere gratitude and
thanks to the government officials, our helpers
and young members for all your support on our
forums.

Lastly, SCAG would
like to express our
sincere gratitude and
appreciation to all helpers and members for
your support during the Session 2017/18. We
will continue to organise more interesting and
meaningful events in the coming future.
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Human Resources Group
Mr. Alan LAM

In this 2017/18 session, Human Resources
Group (HRG) continues to provide support on
the human resources affairs within the HKIE
YMC, connecting with young members who
would like to join our big family as helpers.
HRG has also been focusing more on the
relationship and connection enhancement
among committees, helpers and young
members in this session.

within the committee, HRG organized
numerous internal events, such as monthly
dinner gatherings and birthday parties, while
the ‘Cooking X Christmas Party’ was another
special highlight of the year. All the committees
demonstrated their cooking talent with style
and completed all the planned cuisine, from
western to Japanese, with great teamwork. Well
done, everyone!

At the beginning of the session, HRG launched
the “HKIE-YMC Helpers’ Orientation and
Reunion Day 2017” to introduce the new
session of HKIE-YMC to the new young
members and experienced YMC helpers, and
to recruit some enthusiastic young members to
become new YMC helpers. Over 50 participants
including our committees came together and
had an enjoyable afternoon with catering and
games.

Furthermore, HRG organized another two
teamwork workshops, Cake Baking Class and
Rock Climbing Class, and invited both our
committees and helpers to participate and
achieve the planned targets together in small
teams.

To strengthen the relationship and teamwork

Lastly, I would like to thank all my helpers,
committees and participants for your support
throughout the session. I am looking forward
to having you again in the future events and to
achieve more goals together.

Publicity and Webmaster Group
Ir Vincent LEUNG

Publicity and Webmaster Group (PWG)
aims to keep our Registered Young Members
updated on HKIE-YMC’s latest development
by broadcasting and promoting the activities
organized by and supported by HKIE-YMC’
through different channels.
In this session, HKIE-YMC organized over
a hundred events including seminars, visits,
workshops and delegation for our young
members. Members can easily access our
latest updates through publications on the
HKIE eNewsletters system, the “Hong Kong
Engineer” (HKIE Journal), online pinkpage
and the HKIE Mobile Apps. The HKIE Mobile
App named “HKIE Application” is free to
download which is a convenient way to access
to details of events organized by HKIE-YMC
and other HKIE divisions/committees. You
can even simply click a button to synchronise
your interested event into your calendar!
One of our major communication platforms,
HKIE-YMC Homepage (http://ymc.hkie.org.
hk/), provides updated news and latest event
details to our young members. Members can
easily register for any interested HKIE-YMC
events through our online enrollment function.
This year, in addition to the HKIE-YMC
Facebook page, we have also set up an
Instagram page (@hkieymc) to enhance our
communication with our members. Don’t forget
to follow us and give us a “LIKE” or leave us
feedback on our Facebook and Instagram
pages! We always appreciate your comments for
us to strive for excellent service.
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The Outstanding Helper Awards are awarded to
helpers who have made significant contributions
to the HKIE-YMC throughout the Session. A
certificate of appreciation will be presented during
the Annual Dinner of HKIE-YMC.
The Best Reporter Awards are awarded to Young
Members who had exceptional reporting skills in
selected activities of the HKIE-YMC. The winning
reports were handpicked by the Speakers, which
were published in the HKIE journal “Hong Kong
Engineer”. The winners would also receive a cash
prize. The prize presentation ceremony will be held
at the HKIE-YMC Annual Dinner.

Outstanding Helper & Best
Reporter Awards
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Outstanding Helper 2017/18

Best Reporter 2017/18

Name

Company

Name

Company

ReportTitle

CHAN Man Ho, Michael

Black & Veatch Hong Kong Ltd.

CHENG, Keith

CLP Engineering Ltd.

CHAN Man Sze, Vicky

Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong Ltd.

Technical Seminar on Smart City Blueprint for Hong
Kong

CHAN Tik Man, Nicole

ATAL Engineering Ltd.

CHUN Siu Ting, Sibyl

AECOM Asia Co. Ltd.

Christmas Seminar - "A simple Rule of Thumb for Mall
Engineer to sustain in Festival Peak"

CHAN, Jasmine

CLP Power (HK) Ltd.

MUI Ho Yin, Morris

CHAU Chi Wa, Jerry

CLP Power (HK) Ltd.

Environmental Protection Department,
HKSAR Government

Technical Visit to Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Treatment and Recycling Facility
(WEEETRF)

CHAU Kong Lung, Danny

CLP Engineering Ltd.

WONG Hei Long

Electrical and Mechanical Services Department, HKSAR Government

Civil Engineering and Development
Department, HKSAR Government

Technical Visit to HAECO

CHI Ka Man, Rebecca
CHUI Hon Lam

AECOM Asia Co. Ltd.

CHUN Siu Ting, Sibyl

AECOM Asia Co. Ltd.

FUNG Kin Shing, Kenneth

Electrical and Mechanical Services Department, HKSAR Government

HUI Kiu Fai, Frederick

Build King Holdings Ltd.

HUI Yuk Lin, Tina

WSP (Asia) Ltd.

KAM Wing Sum, Keiko

The University of Hong Kong

LAI Ho Keung

Airport Authority Hong Kong

LAM Ka Chun, Joe

ATAL Engineering Ltd.

LEE, Nicholas

Electrical and Mechanical Services Department, HKSAR Government

LO Cheok Lam, Elvis

CLP Engineering Ltd.

LO, Ryan

HKT Ltd.

MAN Yuen Yee, Karen

Electrical and Mechanical Services Department, HKSAR Government

NGAN Yuk Hung, Edmond

WSP (Asia) Ltd.

PANG Ho Yin, Justin

J.Roger Preston Ltd.

POON Chi Hong

CLP Power (HK) Ltd.

TSANG Mei Wai

The Hong Kong and China Gas Co. Ltd.

TSOI, Andy

CLP Power (HK) Ltd.

WONG Hei Long

Water Supplies Department, HKSAR Government

WONG Siu Chun, Mark

AECOM Asia Co. Ltd.

WONG Tsz Shan, Serena

Environmental Protection Department, HKSAR Government

WU Oi Man, Bella

WSP (Asia) Ltd.

YANG Chun Meng, Steven

CLP Power (HK) Ltd.

YIP Shing

AECOM Asia Co. Ltd.

YU Long Cheung, Martin

Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong Ltd.

YUEN Wai Ying

Electrical and Mechanical Services Department, HKSAR Government
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Activity List 2017/18

Date

Event

Co-organise

Speaker

24-Jun-2017

Technical Visit to M+ Museum

-

-

29-Jun-2017

與國家航天員對話- 香港建造及工程界青年專業人
士交流晚會

HKILA, HKIA, HKIP, HKIS,
AES, ProHK, LEAPS

景海鵬少將，陳
冬上校

30-Jun-2017

Joint Professional Networking Drink

YCPG

-

10-Jul-2017

Green Transportation Logistics in Horizon – 2020

LTD

Mr. David YAM, Ms.
Helen LEUNG Chui
Ting

19-Jul-2017

Seeking Architecture in Landscape Photography

MMNC

Mr. Tugo CHENG

29-Jul-2017

Technical Visit to CUHK Jockey Club Minimally Invasive
Surgical Skills Centre

-

-

11-Aug-2017

Technical Seminar: Mobile Apps for Construction Safety
and Quality Management

CAD, AMC

Mr. Stephen AU

19-Aug-2017

Technical Visit to CLP Black Point Power Station and
Castle Peak Power Station

-

-

1-Sep-2017

Technical Seminar on “Smart Analytical Optimization
Tools for Building Management System”

CAD, AMC

Ir Timothy LEE

13-Sep-2017

Young or Ready Series: A Route to become a Professional
Environmental

-

Ir Prof. C F LAM

14-Sep-2017

Technical Seminar w: Infrastructure to Support Wider
Adoption of Green Motoring in Hong Kong

-

Mr. Edmond CHAN

20-Sep-2017

Technical Seminar: Minimally Invasive Surgical (MIS)
Technologies

-

Prof. Zheng LI

23-Sep-2017

Technical Visit to Green Hub (Revitalization of the Old
Tai Po Police Station)

-

-

23-Sep-2017

Elderly Home Visit – Mid-Autumn Festival

Yang Memorial Methodist Social
Service

-

26-Sep-2017

Joint Professional Event: Mooncake Making Class

CIArb - YMG, CIBSE-YEN,
HKIS-YSG, ICE-HKA-G&S

-

28-Sep-2017

Young or Ready Series: A Route to become a Professional
Civil Engineer

CVD

Ir Ian S P CHUNG

29-Sep-2017

Seminar on “To Create A Smarter World- to know more
on Seeing Eye Dog”

CAD, EVD, AMC

Mr. Raymond
CHEUNG

7-Oct-2017

Brighten Children’s Home project

St. James' Settlement

-

7-Oct-2017

Coffee Brewing Workshop

-

-

14-Oct-2017

Technical Visit to Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering
Company Limited (HAECO)

-

-

16-Oct-2017

Dialogue with the Secretary for the Environment

-

Mr. WONG Kam Sing,
GBS, JP

17-Oct-2017

Technical Seminar: Design and Operation of Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Treatment
Facility

-

Mr. Nigel
MATTRAVERS

22-Oct-2017

Sowers Action Challenging 12 Hours 2017 – Team YMC

Sowers Action

-
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Date

Event

Co-organise

Speaker

Date

Event

Co-organise

Speaker

26-Oct-2017

Technical Seminar: Impact of Regional Transboundary
PM 2.5 Pollution on Hong Kong: Application of Source
Tagging Method

EVD

Ir Dr. Alex
GBAGUIDI

26-Jan-2018

Joint Society Party – Casino Night

AES-YES, ASHRAE-YMC, ICE
HKA G&S, IET-YMS, HKIPE,
HKIPM-YMC, IMechE-YMS,
ASCE

-

29-Oct-2017

HKIE-YMC Helpers’ Orientation and Reunion Day 2017

-

-

30-Oct-2017

Technical Seminar: Reviving Remote Villages – Why
and How?

EVD, AMC

Mr. LAM Chiu Ying

4-Nov-2017

Joint Professional Architectural Tour Walk (Tsim Sha
Tsui District)

HKIA-YMC, HKIS-YSG

-

4-Nov-2017

Technical Visit to North East New Territories (NENT)
Landfill

-

-

5-Nov-2017

Construction Industry Sports Day cum Charity Fun
Day 2017

CIC

26-Feb-2018

講座 : 堪輿學與環境學 2018

AMC, EVD, CAD

黎曉日師傅

13-Nov-2017

Technical Seminar: Design and Selection of Cooling
Tower System and Water Tank System

EVD, AMC, CAD

Ms. Isa ZHANG

28-Feb-2018

OD2018 Series: Seminar on Cybersecurity Fortification
Initiative

CPDC

Dr. Lucas HUI

18-Nov-2017

NEC for Future Leaders

HKCA-YMs. Pro

Ir Dennis LI, Ir Lillian
CHAN, Mr. Francis
LEUNG, Mr. MAK Ka
Wai, JP

28-Feb, 7, 14,
21-Mar-2018

工程普通話工作坊

CPDC

-

1-Mar-2018

Young or Ready Series: A Route to become a Professional
Electronic / IT / Biomedical Engineer

END, ITD, BMD

Ir Dr. CHAN Chunleung, Ir Dr. TSANG
Kim-fung, Ir Stanley
SIU, Ms. YEUNG Hiu
Fan, Fanny

20-Nov-2017

Workshop on Professional Writing - Essential Skills to
become ‘Ir’

CPDC

29-Jan-2018

Tips for Smart Dining Out 健康出外飲食策略

-

Ms. KO Tsz Yan

3-Feb-2018

OD2018 Series: Technical Visit to MindSphere
Application Centre

CPDC

-

4-Feb-2018

Green Carnival 2018 and the 17th Creative Eco-Model
Tournament

Green Council

-

9-Feb-2018

Technical Seminar: Drone Fever – Engineers, Are You
Ready to Implement Drones in your Work?

-

Mr. Rickson CHOW

Ir Dr. FC Chan

25-Nov-2017

Ecotour to Geopark

CPDC

-

1-Dec-2017

Technical Seminar: Representative River Regeneration
Project, the Hong Kong (Kai Tak River) and China Cases

EVD, AMC

Mr. Raymond WONG

9-Dec-2017

Technical Visit to Chemical Waste Treatment Centre
(CWTC)

-

-

16-Dec-2017

Joint Professional Event: Barbecue Night

CIArb - YMG, CIBSE-YEN,
HKIS-YSG, ICE-HKA-G&S

-

3-Mar-2018

Technical Visit to T . PARK

-

-

5-Mar-2018

Young or Ready Series: Mock Interview Workshop

ITD

Ir Dr. NG Chak-man,
Ir Dr. Vincent NG
To-yee

6-Mar-2018

Workshop on Public Speaking

CPDC

Mr. Jetta CHAN

8-Mar-2018

OD2018 Series: Seminar on Eco-shoreline in Hong Kong

CPDC

Prof. Kenneth M Y
LEUNG

18-Dec-2017

Christmas Seminar-“A simple Rule of Thumb for Mall
Engineer to sustain in Festival Peak”

-

Ir K F YEE, Ms.
Yovian CHAN

10-Mar-2018

OD2018 Series: Technical Visit to Tsing Ma Control Area

CPDC

-

6-Jan-2018

Technical Visit to Central Mail Centre (Kowloon Bay)

-

-

12-Mar-2018

CPDC

Ir Dr. FC CHAN

6 to 7-Jan2018

Leadership Training Camp – Enlighten Your Path

CPDC

-

Workshop on Professional Writing - Essential Skills to
become ‘Ir’ (Session 2)

14-Mar-2018

Mr. Jason HO

Volunteering Skills Training- Sign Language Class

CPDC

-

OD2018 Series: Seminar on Cybersecurity in financial
industries

CPDC

8, 15, 22,
29-Jan, 5,
12-Feb

17-Mar-2018

Technical Visit to DSD Happy Valley Underground
Stormwater Storage Scheme

-

-

10-Jan-2018

OD2018 Series: Technical Seminar on Smart City
Blueprint for Hong Kong

CPDC

Mr. Albert WONG

17-Mar-2018

OD2018 Series: Technical Visit to MTR Tsing Yi
Operation Control Centre

CPDC

-

16-Jan-2018

Understand our trees from planting to maintenance How these matter in design and construction

-

Mr. Chiky C Y WONG

19-Mar-2018

Seminar: Professional QMs. Auditor – New Route for
Engineers

AMC, EVD, CAD

Ir Dr. Tommy LO

19-Jan-2018

Technical seminar on artificial intelligence - deep learning
and its applications in different industries

-

Ir Dr. F C Chan

20-Mar-2018

Dialogue with Former Secretary for Security – Security of
the Cyber World in HK

-

Mr. LAI Tung-kwok

20-Jan-2018

Technical Visit to Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment Treatment and Recycling Facility
(WEEETRF)

-

-

23-Mar-2018

Young or Ready Series: Dialogue with Experienced
Building Services Engineers

BSD

-

23-Mar-2018

Ir C W LAW

Heritage Tour - Explore Hong Kong Island by Tram

CPDC

-

Technical Seminar: Overview on the New Code of
Practice for Foundatiovns

-

20-Jan-2018

24-Mar-2018

OD2018 Series: Technical Visit to LSCM R&D Centre

CPDC

-
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Date

Event

Co-organise

Speaker

Date

Event

Co-organise

Speaker

24-Mar-2018

Capturing History with Photographer’s Eye – Heritage
Tour X Photography Workshop

CPDC

Mr. LAI Yat-nam

12-Jun-2018

Technical Seminar: Skeleton of Escalator and its Related
Statutory Safety Requirements

-

Ir HUNG Chi Fat

16-Jun-2018

One-day Workshop - "From Thinking to Critical
Thinking"

-

Ir Lewis HO

27-Mar-2018

Workshop on Interview Skill

CPDC

Ir Vincent TAM

27-Mar-2018

Financial Management - Equip Yourself to Manage
Finance

CPDC

Mr. John LUI

30-Mar to
8-Apr-2018

Overseas Delegation 2018 to New York – The Future of
Global Cities

CPDC

-

14-Apr-2018

OD2018 Series: Technical Visit to Kai Tak Landscaped
Deck

CPDC

-

17-Apr-2018

Young or Ready Series: A Route to become a Professional
Electrical Engineer

ELD

Ir S K HO

22-Apr-2018

Team building day and helper gathering - Cake baking
class

-

-

24-Apr-2018

Seminar on Histories and Cultures of Early Modern Steel
Construction, 1850s to 1930s

HKISC-YMG

Mr. Charles LAI

5-May-2018

One Day Seminar on Contract Management 2018

CIArb-YMG, CIBSE-YEN,
HKIS-YSG, ICE-G&S

Mr. Peter CLAYTON,
Mr. Mohammed
TALIB, Sr Gilbert
KWOK, Ir Dr. Albert
YEUNG, Mr. Honic
IP, Ir Kenny YAU, Ir
Dennis LI

10-May-2018

Technical Seminar: Nurturing Future Power Expertise

EL, MMNCD, EVD, CAD,
END, AMC

Ir Paul Wai Yin POON

12-May-2018

Technical Visit to The Murray (Conversion of ex-Murray
Building Government Office)

-

-

15-May-2018

Technical Sharing on MBIS/MWIS - The New
Opportunity for the Young

-

Ir Adrian W K HO, Ir
Ben LEUNG

17-May-2018

Young or Ready Series: A Route to become a Professional
Mechanical Engineer

MMNCD

Ir Steven LAI

19-May-2018

Technical Visit to CIC Construction Innovation and
Technology Application Centre

-

-

19-May-2018

Team building and Helper Gathering Day - Rock
Climbing

-

-

26-May-2018

Technical Visit to CLP System Control Centre at Tai Po

-

-

26-May-2018

Modern Calligraphy Workshop

-

-

26-May-2018

Visit to MTR Operations Control Centre (Super OCC)
and Tsing Yi Station

-

-

6-Jun-2018

HKIE-YMC Annual Seminar 2018

-

Mr. Nicholas YANG,
JP

6-Jun-2018

HKIE-YMC 33rd Annual General Meeting

-

-

6-Jun-2018

HKIE-YMC Annual Dinner 2017

-

-

9-Jun-2018

Elderly Home Visit – Tuen Ng Festival

Yang Memorial Methodist Social
Service

-

11-Jun-2018

Dialogue with the Secretary for Transport and Housing –
the Urban Challenges

-

Ir CHAN Fan, JP
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16-Jun-2018

Underwater Adventure with HKIE-YMC

-

-

16-Jun-2018

Joint Institute Workshop on Fruit Market

HKILA, HKIS, RICS, HKIA,
HKIP

-
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